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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that the Marginal Value
Theorem (MVT) describes optimal foraging
strategies of animals and the mechanism proposed by the MVT has been supported by a
number of field observations. However, findings
of many researchers indicate that in natural
conditions foragers do not always behave according to the MVT. To address this inconsistency, in a series of computer simulation experiments, we examined the behaviour of four
types of foragers having specific foraging efficiencies and using the MVT strategies in 15 different landscapes in an ideal environment (no
intra-and inter-specific interactions). We used
data on elk (Cervus elaphus) to construct our
virtual forager. Contrary to the widely accepted
understanding of the MVT (residence time in a
patch should be longer in environments where
travel time between patches is longer) we found
that in environments with the same average
patch quality and varying average travel times
between patches, patch residence times of some
foragers are not affected by travel times. Based
on our analysis we propose a mechanism responsible for this observation and formulate the
perfect forager theorem (PFT). We also introduce the concepts of a foraging coefficient (F)
and foragers’ hub (α), and propose a model to
describe the relationship between the perfect
forager and all other forager types.

Nutritional status and energy budgets are key determinants of survival and reproductive success of animals.
A variety of parameters affect the availability and accessibility of food for wildlife and, to utilize forage resources, each individual needs to respond to these environmental factors. Individual animals have specific abilities to exploit available resources and may use different
foraging strategies to satisfy their food requirements. It is
widely accepted that the Marginal Value Theorem (MVT)
[1] explains the foraging behavior and describes the optimal foraging strategy. Therefore, the MVT forms the
foundation of the classical foraging theory that is fundamental to behavioral ecology. The MVT, derived from
observations of foraging behavior of Great Tits (Parus
major), received support from several field studies [2-7].
Some authors [8-11], however, argued that foraging
strategies other than the MVT could be used by foragers.
The deviations from the MVT were believed to result
from the imperfect knowledge that animals have about
their environment and inter- and intra-species interactions [12]. It was argued [10] that the reason for refuting
the MVT by several studies [9,13-17] is that MVT lacks
biological realism.
If these predictions [10,11,17] were true, then a
healthy animal secure from predation and not exposed to
competition for forage resources, or other intra and inter-species interactions, occurring outside the breeding
season, should always follow the MVT while foraging.
The vast research that contradicts the MVT (including
simulation studies [9]), suggests that the lack of biological realism of the MVT may be an insufficient explanation for animals not following the MVT model and may
not account for all factors responsible for the observed
deviations from the MVT. It is logical to assume that the
intrinsic ability of foragers to utilize forage resources
could have consequences for the foraging strategies that
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animals employ. However, many papers (e.g. [5,10,11])
that assess foraging strategies in the context of the MVT
do not consider the forager’s functional response and its
consequences for an animal’s foraging strategy.
The first goal of this research was to examine the behavior of different foragers (having specific foraging
efficiency defined by the slope of the functional response
curve) using MVT strategies under ideal conditions (i.e.,
no inter- or intra-species interactions), with perfect
knowledge of the landscape, and across a spectrum of
habitats with varying average patch quality and average
travel time. We expected that each forager, as predicted
by the MVT, depending on the shape of its functional
response curve, should behave differently when using the
MVT as its foraging strategy. Therefore, there should be
behavioral differences among foragers associated with
their specific foraging efficiencies if they are using the
MVT. Our second and main goal was to describe, in a
form of a mathematical model, the potential relationships
between the observed behaviors (patch residence times,
Tr) of foragers with different foraging efficiencies feeding in different landscapes.
Based on a series of simulation experiments, we propose a mathematical model that describes the behavior of
different foragers in response to specific landscape characteristics when maximizing their forage consumption
even if environmental noise is not present. By doing this,
we formulate the perfect forager theorem that defines a
forager not affected by the distribution of patches across
the landscape and propose a relationship that exists between the perfect forager and all other forager types. To
describe the perfect forager we introduce the concepts of
a foraging coefficient F and foragers’ hub α.

2. METHODS
To set the discussion in a specific context we chose elk
(Cervus elaphus) as an experimental subject. The ecology and foraging behavior of elk are very well documented. This availability of data and the ecological plasticity of elk make this species an ideal subject for a
simulation modeling study and allow for parameterization of all components of a simulation model with real
field data.
To address our research questions, using STELLA
Research [18] modeling software, we built and employed
a computer simulation model called SeekSMART. A detailed discussion of the structure of this comprehensive
simulation model is provided elsewhere [19]. In this paper we provide a short overview of the main characteristics of the model necessary for understanding the simulations and their outputs.
SeekSMART is a mechanistic and deterministic model
that describes foraging by a virtual animal in a simulated
landscape. It assumes that at the start of a simulation run
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

the animal is located at a specific point in a predefined
landscape consisting of patches of arbitrarily assigned
biomasses of forage and distributed according to the assigned travel times among the patches. From the starting
point, the animal has to travel to patch N for a userspecified units of time. Upon entering patch N, the forager has to decide whether to stay within this patch and
start foraging, or whether to skip the patch and start traveling to patch N  1 . This decision, as well as the forager’s next decision on how long to feed in a patch, are
made by the animal based on the foraging strategy that it
uses according to the parameters specified in the model.
The following 4 rules defining the patch leaving decisions can be examined in SeekSMART:
1) The forager leaves the current patch when the density of forage available in the current patch drops to an
arbitrary assigned value (the forager may or may not
know the landscape);
2) The forager leaves the current patch when the density of forage available in the current patch drops to the
average of forage density in all patches (assumes that the
forager knows the landscape);
3) The forager follows the Marginal Value Theorem
(MVT). In this case, the average travel time between
patches and the forager’s gain curve from the average
patch determine when the forager leaves the current
patch  N  and moves to the next patch  N  1 (assumes the forager knows the landscape);
4) The forager feeds in a patch for an arbitrary assigned patch residence time Tr  (the forager may or
may not know the landscape).
While feeding within a patch, the forager’s consumption rate is driven by the functional response curve [20]
described by the following equation that is generally
accepted as a formula explaining type II functional response curve (FRC) for foraging ungulates [21-23]:

IIR  M  F  E  F  

(1)

where:
IIR—instantaneous intake rate (g/hr);
M—asymptotic (or maximum) intake (g/hr);
F—density of available forage biomass (kg/ha);
E—efficiency of the forager: the forage biomass density
(kg/ha) at which the instantaneous intake rate equals half
of the maximum intake rate  IIR  0.5  M  .
Therefore, the instantaneous intake rate (IIR) is determined by two parameters specific to the forager: the
maximum intake (M) and efficiency (E). By adjusting the
maximum intake rate (M) and the efficiency (E) of the
forager, any shape of type II functional response curve
can be assigned to the forager. This allows for examination of different foragers of any foraging efficiency.
The forager continues to feed within the patch until
either its gut is full or if the time to leave the patch,
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based on the forager’s strategy has elapsed. After leaving
patch N the forager travels to patch N  1 and the
process described above starts again. A forager may use
the same foraging strategy defined at the onset of the
simulation run for the entire total time of the run, or its
foraging strategy can be changed at any given time by
adjusting the parameters that define the forager and the
landscape.
SeekSMART allows for defining the following landscape characteristics by adjusting the main attributes of
the patches:
1) Initial patch biomass density (kg/ha)-IPBD;
2) Patch size (m2)-PS;
3) Initial patch biomass (g)-IPB. This value is calculated by the model based on the values provided for PS
and IPBD;
4) Distances between patches expressed as travel time
(h)-Tt.
Additionally, the following settings of the landscape
can be specified in the model allowing examination of
the effects of distribution of patches, their initial biomass
densities, and overall landscape productivity:
1) All forage patches are equal (they have the same
initial forage biomass density);
2) Patches are different, i.e., every patch has a unique
initial forage biomass density;
3) Travel time between patches is the same and can
have any value including zero;
4) Travel time between patches is not equal. Travel
time between any consecutive patches can be arbitrary
assigned and can have any value including zero.
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average travel times (Tt): 0.1 h, 0.5 h, 1.0 h, 2 h and 4.0 h.
These values were assigned arbitrarily with a range of
±0.1 h. STELLA Research’s random number generator
was used to assign a specific Tt for each patch within the
above ranges. This resulted in five landscapes of type C:
CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4 and CT5. Although the patches
(and the average IPBD) were the same for all these five
landscapes, landscape CT1 was most productive (the
average Tt was 0.1 h) and the overall productivity of the
landscape was lower for the consecutive landscapes and
lowest for landscape CT5 where the average Tt was 4 h.
We used the same approach for landscapes of type B and
A (created landscapes: AT1, AT2, AT3, AT4, AT5, and
BT1, BT2, BT3, BT4, BT5) to vary their forage productivity while keeping the same average IPBDs specific for
all five landscape sub-types. This resulted in 60 scenarios
(four foragers feeding in 15 landscapes) (Figure 1).
To assess the consequences of foraging by different
foragers in landscapes of different productivity at a small
scale, we examined four types of foragers by assigning
four different values of parameter E (efficiency) and
maintaining all other parameters that define the virtual
forager unchanged. This resulted in the following four
types of foragers: extremely efficient forager (EE forager), efficient forager (E forager), medium efficiency
forager (ME forager), and low efficiency forager (LE
forager) (Figure 2).
For ME Forager, we used the default value of 486.61
kg/ha for parameter E [22,23]. To test a wide spectrum of
foragers we next increased the value of E by 80% to
875.88 kg/ha and decreased it by 80% to 97.32 kg/ha to
simulate LE and E forgers respectively. To examine very

2.1. Scenarios
Based on the reported values of available forage biomass in elk habitat [22,23], we created three main types
of landscape depending on the average patch biomass.
Landscapes of type A were poor landscapes with low
resources. The range of the initial patch biomass densities (IPBD) across all patches was 1000 kg/ha ± 30%
(850 - 1150 kg/ha). Landscapes of type B were of medium productivity with the IPBD within the range of
2000 kg/ha ± 30% (1700 - 2300 kg/ha). Landscapes of
type C were the most productive habitats and the IPBD
was within the range of 3000 kg/ha ± 30% (2550 - 3450).
To avoid bias, instead of arbitrarily assigning IPBD for
each individual patch, we used STELLA Research [18]
to randomly generate these values within each of the
three landscape types. Landscapes of type A had a mean
IPBD of 1008.8 kg/ha (range: 852  1150, SD  89.67 ),
IPBD was 2035 (range: 1702  2299, SD  192.62 ) and
3011.3 kg/ha (range 2564  3448, SD  275.84 ) for
Landscapes of type B and C respectively. Because patch
biomass assigned to Landscapes type C seemed most
realistic, we started with Landscapes C and used five
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 1. The three different types of landscapes defined by
patch quality and divided into specific 15 landscapes depending
on the average travel time (Tt) between patches.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the first 20 individual patches of
forage in Landscape CT1 in the model validation run.

Figure 2. Functional response curves of the four forager types
(EE: E = 9.60, E: E = 97.32, ME: E = 486.60, LE: E = 875.88)
tested in the model. If the value of the maximum intake rate (M)
is constant, then the forager’s efficiency (E) defines the slope of
its functional response curve.

efficient foragers reported in literature [24] and a potential relationship between the maximum intake rate (M)
and efficiency (E), we also tested EE forager ( E  9.6
kg/ha).
To obtain gain functions (forage consumed from a
patch as a function of time) that could be next used in
calculating the residence times (Tr) for the foragers using
the MVT strategies, we performed initial runs with foragers feeding in the average patches (IPBD, Tt, and PS) in
each landscape until forage biomass in the patch was
completely depleted (dropped to 0 g). These initial runs
generated curves that described gains from average
patches and allowed for assessing the residence times (Tr)
of animals following the MVT. These were next used for
further analysis and model validation.

Patch

Tt to Patch
N (h)

IPBD in Patch
N (kg/ha)

Initial Actual
Biomass in Patch N (g)

1

0.0

2.571

2313.9

2

0.0

3.102

2791.8

3

0.2

3.284

2955.6

4

0.1

3.405

3064.5

5

0.1

2.822

2539.8

6

0.0

3.340

3006.0

7

0.0

2.670

2403.0

8

0.1

3.085

2776.5

9

0.1

3.350

3015.0

10

0.2

2.621

2358.9

11

0.1

3.006

2705.4

12

0.1

2.774

2496.6

13

0.2

3.356

3020.4

14

0.0

3.195

2875.5

15

0.0

2.896

2606.4

16

0.1

2.641

2376.9

17

0.1

2.953

2657.7

18

0.0

2.635

2371.5

19

0.1

2.772

2494.8

20

0.0

3.024

2721.6

2.2. Model Validation

3. RESULTS

To validate the model and test the daily (24 h) behavior of the virtual elk in SeekSMART, we used values,
provided by several studies [4,22,23,25,26] which were
the default values for the parameters in the model. A
random number generator was used to assign individual
characteristics of each patch for the first 20 patches in
the feeding sequence (according to [4,27] an elk should
forage in about 9 patches during the 24 h period) (Table
1). This resulted in unequal patches (each patch had a
unique IPBD) and unique travel time for each patch with
an average of 0.1 h (6 minutes). In other words, the virtual elk in the validation run was a ME forager that foraged in landscape CT1. When foraging, the virtual elk
applied the MVT [4], which means that the animal stayed
and fed in the patch until the forage density in the patch
was equal to the giving-up-density (GUD) obtained at
the end of the residence time (Tr) in the initial runs that
were used for examining foraging within the average
patch and obtaining gain functions in landscape CT1.

3.1. Scenarios

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

As predicted by the MVT, travel time (Tt) and patch
biomass (IPBD) affected patch residence time (Tr) of
some foragers. However, contrary to MVT predictions,
Tt did not affect Tr of all foragers (Tables 2-4).
In landscapes of type C, the longest Tr was 4.2 h resulting from a combination of long average travel time (4
h), high average patch biomass (initial average patch
biomass = 2710 g) and low efficiency of the forager  E  875.88  . The shortest Tr for Landscapes of type
C was 1.3 h and was associated with the low efficiency
of the forager  E  875.88  feeding in a landscape with
shortest travel times (average Tt  0.1 h ). Forage consumed from the average patch in landscapes of type C
varied from 992 to 2710 g. The extremely efficient (EE)
forager  E  9.60  was able to achieve the highest
consumption from the average patch in four scenarios
within the following four landscapes: CT2, CT3, CT4
OPEN ACCESS
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Table 2. Patch residence times (Tr) and associated forage consumed obtained by applying the MVT to five types of foragers
in landscapes of Type C.
Forager Tr according to
(E)
MVT (h)

Table 3. Patch residence times (Tr) and associated forage consumed obtained by applying the MVT to five types of foragers
in landscapes of Type B.

Forage
Consumed (g)

Scenario

2.60

2570

1B

BT1

9.60

1.65

1662

97.32

1.70

1649

2B

BT1

97.32

1.4

1332

CT1

486.60

1.50

1267

3B

BT1

486.60

1.1

876

4C

CT1

875.88

1.30

992

4B

BT1

875.88

0.8

574

5C

CT2

9.60

2.80

2710

5B

BT2

9.60

1.9

1832

6C

CT2

97.32

2.60

2411

6B

BT2

97.32

1.9

1708

7C

CT2

486.60

2.45

1922

7B

BT2

486.60

1.7

1246

8C

CT2

875.88

2.40

1665

8B

BT2

875.88

1.7

1062

9C

CT3

9.60

2.80

2710

9B

BT3

9.60

1.875

1815

10C

CT3

97.32

2.90

2616

10B

BT3

97.32

2

1764

11C

CT3

486.60

2.85

2158

11B

BT3

486.60

2.1

1451

12C

CT3

875.88

2.90

1926

12B

BT3

875.88

2.2

1284

13C

CT4

9.60

2.80

2710

13B

BT4

9.60

1.875

1815

14C

CT4

97.32

3.00

2666

14B

BT4

97.32

2.1

1806

15C

CT4

486.60

3.30

2379

15B

BT4

486.60

2.6

1644

16C

CT4

875.88

3.55

2209

16B

BT4

875.88

2.75

1478

17C

CT5

9.60

2.85

2710

17B

BT5

9.60

1.9

1832

18C

CT5

97.32

3.10

2698

18B

BT5

97.32

2.2

1828

19C

CT5

486.60

3.65

2509

19B

BT5

486.60

2.8

1698

20C

CT5

875.88

4.20

2420

20B

BT5

875.88

3.2

1598

Scenario

Landscape

1C

CT1

9.60

2C

CT1

3C

and CT5. In these landscapes, the maximum amount of
forage consumed by the EE forager was the same as the
initial amount of forage in the patch (2710 g) indicating
that the animal was able to deplete the patch completely.
The EE forager was not able to deplete the average patch
only in one scenario with the shortest average travel time
(average Tt  0.1 h , landscape CT1) when its total consumption at the end of the residence time Tr  2.60 h 
was 2570 g leaving 140 g of forage in the patch. In the
same landscape, with the same shortest travel time (0.1
h), the LE forager left the patch at Tr  1.30 h (note a
50% shorter Tr than the Tr of the EE forager) consuming
only 992 g (the lowest consumption in all types of Landscape C for all foragers). An interesting trend can be
noted in the outputs (Tables 2-4). The EE forager had the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Landscape Forager (E)

Tr according
Forage
to MVT (h) Consumed (g)

longest residence time of all foragers feeding in a landscape with the shortest average travel time ( Tr  2.60 ,
average Tt  0.1 h ). However, in the landscape with the
longest average travel time (average Tt  4 h ) the EE
forager had the shortest residence time Tr  2.85 h  of
all foragers. Increasing the average travel time by 4000%
(from 0.1 to 4.0 h) resulted in an increase of the Tr of the
EE forager by 9.62% and by 323.08% for the LE forager.
Foraging in Landscapes of type B by all four foragers
resulted in shorter Tr (range of 0.8 to 3.2 h) which was
the outcome of a lower quality of patches (lower average
IPBD) as compared to landscapes C and was consistent
with the common understanding of the MVT. It is interesting to note that, similarly to Landscapes C, both the
longest and the shortest Tr were associated with the LE
OPEN ACCESS
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Table 4. Patch residence times (Tr) and associated forage consumed obtained by applying the MVT to five types of foragers
in landscapes of type A.
Tr according
Forage
to MVT (h) Consumed (g)

Scenario

Landscape

Forager (E)

1A

AT1

9.60

0.85

877

2A

AT1

97.32

0.70

663

3A

AT1

486.60

0.55

389

4A

AT1

875.88

0.60

329

5A

AT2

9.60

0.90

846

6A

AT2

97.32

1.05

870

7A

AT2

486.60

1.15

660

8A

AT2

875.88

1.20

547

9A

AT3

9.60

0.95

908

10A

AT3

97.32

1.10

889

11A

AT3

486.60

1.50

768

12A

AT3

875.88

1.60

657

13A

AT4

9.60

1.00

908

14A

AT4

97.32

1.20

906

15A

AT4

486.60

1.65

801

16A

AT4

875.88

2.15

765

17A

AT5

9.60

1.00

908

18A

AT5

97.32

1.20

906

19A

AT5

486.60

1.85

836

20A

AT5

875.88

2.45

805

forger. The shortest residence time (0.8 h) that resulted
from the LE forager feeding in landscape BT1 (average
Tt  0.1 h ) allowed the animal to consume 574 g from
the average patch. The same (LE) forager attained consumption of 1598 g from the average patch when feeding
in landscape BT5 (average Tt  4.0 h, Tr  3.2 h ). The
highest consumption was achieved by the EE forager that
consumed 1832 g by staying for 1.9 h in the average
patch of landscapes BT2 (average Tt  0.5 h ) and BT5
(average Tt  4.0 h ). In both these scenarios the EE
forager was able to completely deplete the average
patches (average initial patch biomass for all scenarios in
Landscapes B was 1832 g). The EE forager had similar
gains in Landscapes BT3 and BT4 (1815 g) and only in
Landscape BT1 its forage consumption was considerably
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

lower (1662 g after leaving the patch at Tr  1.65 h ). It
is interesting to note in Landscape B the same trend that
was observed in Landscape C: the EE forager had the
longest Tr (1.65 h) of all foragers in a landscape with the
shortest travel times (BT1, average Tt  0.1 h ) and the
same (EE) forager had the shortest Tr (1.9 h) in the landscape with the longest travel times (average Tt  4 h at
BT5). Increasing the average travel time among patches
by 4000% resulted in an increase of the residence time of
the EE forager by 15.15% and by 400% for the LE forager.
As expected, residence times in Landscapes of type A
were shortest and had smaller range than in more productive landscapes. The shortest Tr was 0.55 h and was
associated with the ME forager feeding in a landscape
with shortest travel times (average Tt  0.1 h ). The LE
forager had very similar Tr (0.6 h) in the same landscape
(AT1). In landscape AT1 the ME forager and the LE
forager consumed 389 and 329 g respectively from the
average patch. Similarly to Landscapes of type C and B,
the longest residence time Tr  2.45 h  was associated
with the LE forager feeding in the landscape with longest
travel times (AT5, average Tt  4.0 h ). In landscapes of
type A, the highest consumption (908 g) was again
achieved by the EE forager feeding in three landscapes:
AT3 (average Tt  0.5 h ), AT4 (average Tt  2.0 h ),
AT5 (average Tt  4.0 h ) for a residence time (Tr) of
0.95 (AT3) and 1.00 h (landscapes AT4 and AT5). This
highest consumption was equal to the initial biomass of
forage in the average patch. Because the smallest time
unit in SeekSMART was 0.1 h, the patch residence time
(0.95) for the EE forager in landscape AT3 should be
rounded to 1:00 h. It can be then calculated that the EE
forager required 1:00 h to completely deplete the patch in
3 scenarios with the longest, second longest the third
longest average travel times (initial average patch biomass was 908 g in all scenarios in landscapes of type A).
It was the LE forager that had the lowest consumption
from the average patch at 329 g when feeding for 0.6 h in
the average patch of landscape AT1 (average Tt  0.1 h ).
In Landscapes of type A, we observed the same trend
that was prevalent in Landscapes of types C and B: the
EE forager had the longest Tr of all four types of foragers
in a landscape with the shortest average travel time
( Tt  0.85 h in AT1 with average Tt  0.1 h ). It also
had the shortest 1.00 h  Tr of all four foragers in a
landscape with the longest average travel time (AT5,
average Tt  4.00 h ). Increasing the average travel time
by 4000% resulted in an increase of the residence time of
the EE forager by 17.6% and by 408.33% for the LE
forager (Table 4).

3.2. Model Validation
Simulation models are not right or wrong, they are
OPEN ACCESS
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simply more or less useful in ordering current information, identifying patterns and guiding future research
inquires [26]. To assess the accuracy and usefulness of
our model we compared SeekSMART outputs with data
obtained from field studies.
Previous research on elk foraging behavior [27-30] indicates that an average elk during its 24 h activity should
forage for 8 to 12 h (depending on its reproductive condition). Similar findings were reported for other cervids
[31]. This total foraging time should be divided between
9.2 to 9.7 foraging bouts and result in cumulative consumption of dry matter in the range of 6.99 to 12.53 kg
of forage (on average 9.18 kg [27]).
In the SeekSMART’s validation run, the lower limit of
the consumption range (6.99 kg) was reached by the virtual elk using an MVT foraging strategy at 9.1 h of the
simulation (Figure 3). The animal needed 12 h to consume 9.18 kg of forage. At Total Time = 19.6 h, the virtual animal consumed 12.53 kg reaching the upper limit
of daily consumption [27]. Assuming that the animal’s
gut is full at 9.18 kg, the virtual forager reached this
condition at 12.9 h and required a period of rest to be
able to continue foraging. Due to a digestion and rumination processes that occur when not grazing, cumulative
consumption of the virtual elk was different from gut fill
and reached the value of 9.18 kg at 12 h. In validating
the model, we assumed that the forager could multitask
[2] and digest the consumed food when traveling from
one patch to another.
The forager in the validation run visited 11 patches,
however, travel times to reach patches 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 were
0.0 h. Therefore, foraging in patches 1 and 2, as well as
in 5, 6 and 7 could be interpreted as foraging within one
patch because the forager did not interrupt its foraging
bouts. The number of foraging bouts during the 24 h period for the virtual elk was 9.1 (Figure 3).
Therefore, in the validation run, the forager performed
within the range of values obtained in field research.
When the default settings were used to describe the
forager and the landscape, SeekSMART produced realistic results that closely reflected actual field observations.

Figure 3. Behavior of the virtual elk in the validation run. Foraging pauses were caused by the gut fill reaching 9.18 kg,
which, due to rumination and digestion when not foraging, was
reached later than cumulative consumption of the same value.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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4. DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that for animals using the MVT as
a foraging strategy, patch residence time (Tr) depends on
the distribution of patches of resources, their quality, and
foraging efficiency of the forager. The outputs also indicate that the efficiency of the forager (slope of the functional response curve) in combination with travel times
and quality of patches produces specific patterns of behavior. It reveals an interesting finding that some foragers are immune to changes in travel times. In other
words, changing travel times (Tt) do not affect patch
residence times (Tr) of these foragers.
One would assume that in hypothetical habitat 1 with
sparsely distributed patches, foragers would stay longer
within an average patch than in habitat 2 characterized
by the same patches (the same forage biomass in any
given patch) where the average travel time between
patches is shorter. This is the common interpretation of
the MVT. Our findings show that whereas this is true for
most foragers, it does not apply to very efficient foragers.
With the increasing efficiency of foragers, their residence
times (Tr) are less affected by travel times (Tt) between
patches.
There are several factors that may affect foraging efficiency. It may be the type of forage (for example graminoids versus foliage) and seasonal changes in its structure and composition; it may be the age of the forager
(e.g., mouth size, neck length, muscle weight, etc.). All
these factors affect the efficiency of consumption and
thus indirectly affect patch residence times. Therefore, an
elk using the MVT foraging strategy and feeding on
patches of grass in spring will most likely have “spring”
residence times different than “fall” residence times in
the same habitat (the same distribution and biomass of
patches). The same principle would apply to other species feeding in their habitats.
If travel between patches is short, then very efficient
foragers should stay in the patch longer than medium
efficiency foragers, and the low efficiency foragers
should stay in the patch for the shortest time. These results are in agreement with the common understanding of
the consequences of the MVT: the intake rates of very
efficient foragers at low biomass of forage are not much
lower than their intake rates at a higher amount of forage.
This allows the efficient foragers to exploit patches at a
rate not much lower than the maximum intake rate even
if patch biomass density is low. Therefore, a very efficient forager (i.e., having a very steep functional response curve) benefits from staying in a patch for a
longer time than a forager of lower efficiency. In contrast,
the intake rate of an inefficient forager, (i.e., those having
a gentle slope of the functional response curve) is affected by the decreasing biomass in a patch soon after
initiating the foraging bout within a patch. Therefore, it
OPEN ACCESS
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is more beneficial for this forager to move to a new patch
if travel between patches is short.
This situation is reversed in a landscape where travel
between patches requires more time. Although most
foragers in this case should stay longer in an average
patch than in a landscape with shorter travel times, this
change is most pronounced for low efficiency foragers.
When travel time becomes significant, low efficiency
foragers should stay longer in a patch and continue to
exploit the current patch, whereas a highly efficient
forager should leave the patch earlier and use its high
potential in exploiting resources at a new patch.
It is apparent that highly efficient foragers are more
resistant to changing travel times than foragers of low
efficiency. For a very efficient forager, travel time had
little effect on patch residence time. For example, the
EE Forager  E  9.60  in Landscape CT1, according
to the MVT, should stay within the patch for 2.6 h and
for 2.85 h in Landscape CT5. This is a 9.6 % increase
in Tr with a 40 fold increase in travel time. For the
same increase in Tt the increase in Tr for a low efficiency (LE) forager was 323% (an increase from 1.3 h to
4.2 h). It can be shown that for the extremely efficient
foragers, applying the MVT, Tt should not affect Tr. In
the simulations, extremely efficient foragers (E = 9.60)
had almost the same Tr for each landscape type (Landscape C: 2.6-2.85h, mean 2.77 h; Landscape B: 1.65-1.9h,
mean 1.84 h; Landscape A: 0.85-1.00, mean 0.94 h) (Figure 4).
We argue that if a forager is extremely efficient in
consuming resources, its Tr should not be affected by the
distances between patches. Such a forager can be called a
perfect forager. Tr of the prefect forager is affected by
the biomass of forage in the patch and it is the only factor that affects the Tr of the perfect forager. Therefore, if
a forager does not adjust its patch Tr across a spectrum of
landscapes with different average travel times it does not
necessarily mean that the forager is not using the MVT.
It simply is a perfect forager. Its main characteristic is its
ability to forage with the same rate at most densities of
the resource. Therefore, a perfect forager is a forager that
stays and feeds in the average patch until all the resources are fully consumed. A caterpillar feeding on a
leaf of a plant until the leaf is completely consumed [32,
33] is an example of a perfect forager. It feeds on the
same leaf with a constant intake rate until the leaf is almost completely consumed or until all edible parts of the
leaf are completely consumed. The caterpillar next travels to a new leaf (patch). It is well known that caterpillars
would sometimes stop foraging and stay on the same leaf
to resume feeding later [32,34]. They do not need to
move to a new leaf even if a large proportion of the current leaf has been consumed. One can observe a similar
behavioral pattern in seed eating birds feeding on food
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 4. Patch residence times (Tr) obtained by applying
the MVT to four types of foragers: EE, E, ME, and LE with
five different average travel times (Tt) between patches
(0.10, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00 and 4.00 h) in landscapes of types C,
B and A. Dashed lines indicate the mean Tr for the EE
forager in a given landscape type.

provided in feeders. Many non-breeding birds usually
perch next to a feeder and continue to feed from the same
feeder until all seeds in a given feeder (patch) are fully
consumed. Animals that feed in environments with
OPEN ACCESS
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clumpy distribution of resources, and able to feed within
the same patch without reducing their instantaneous intake rate, are examples of perfect foragers.
It is the ratio of the foraging efficiency  E  and the
maximum intake  M  that defines the slope of the
functional response curve and the efficiency of the forager. We call this ratio foraging coefficient  F  and express it as a quotient of E and M:
FE M

(2)

A perfect forager is a forager whose foraging coefficient F is close to 0. In other words,
if F  0

(3)

then a forager is a perfect forager and its Tr in a patch of
resources is not affected by the distances between
patches of resources distributed across the landscape
(Figure 5). Regardless of travel time, its patch residence
time is always 2.80 h. Its foraging coefficient F is
0.00104. The value of the foraging coefficient of the hypothetical caterpillar would be similar.
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The forage consumed from an average patch as a
function of Tr (gain function, Figure 5) of a perfect
forager, resulting from a very steep functional response
curve, is close to a linear function. This is supported by
empirical data and research on roe deer (Capreolus
capreolus) feeding in browse patches, where linear gain
functions were observed [35]. The idea of linear gain
functions being typical for browsers is further supported
by the very steep slope of the functional response curve
observed for a browser [26] and similar to that associated
with perfect foragers.
There are other field data obtained in research focused
on ungulates that support the perfect forager theorem.
Examination of the mechanisms responsible for forage
intake rates of mammalian herbivores [36] reveals that
intakes of mammalian browsers are often poorly related
to food biomass. The models constructed to illustrate
intake rates of caribou (Rangifer tarandus), black-tailed
deer and moose (Alces alces) suggest relatively constant
intake rates across a wide range of plant biomass and a
sharp drop in these rates when the plant biomass is near 0
[37-39]. This is a pattern exhibited by the perfect forager
(Figure 5).
There are examples of field data for carnivores that
suggest perfect foragers among large predators. Kill rates
of wolves (Canis lupus) preying on a rapidly growing
moose population in the east-central Yukon [40] were
higher than those predicted at low moose densities and
described by the type II functional response of wolves
according to the following equation:
y   2.97 x   0.03  x  ,

Figure 5. (A) The functional response curve (FRC) of the
perfect forager in landscape C; and (B) its gain curves and
associated patch residence times (Tr = 2.80 h) in landscapes
CT1 (1) and CT5 (2) indicated with dashed lines.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

where x is moose density. Based on the values provided
in the above equation [40] the foraging coefficient (F)
can be calculated as 0.03 2.97  0.0101 . This indicates
a perfect forager.
A careful analysis of the outputs of our research reveals (Figure 4) a striking similarity between the initial
average patch biomasses and the obtained mean patch
residence times for the EE foragers (which are close to
perfect foragers). In Landscapes of type C, the initial
average patch biomass was 2710 grams or 2.71 kg and
the mean patch residence time Tt  for the EE forager
was 2.77 h. In Landscapes of type B and A, these values
were 1.83 kg - 1.84 h and 0.91 - 0.94 h respectively. This
suggests that for a perfect forager in the landscapes that
we created, the quotient of initial biomass in a patch
 B  and residence time Tt  calculated according to
the MVT should be close to 1. This value could be different depending on the species, its habitat, forage type
and associated units of measurement. However, it is the
relationship between the average patch biomass  B 
and the residence time  Tt  that is critical. Assuming
that
OPEN ACCESS
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B Tr  

(4)

then, α is a constant value for a perfect forager.
Analysis of the research findings presented in this paper suggest that for a given landscape (average patch
biomass B) there is only one average travel time  Tt 
such that for this specific average Tt, the residence time
Tt  for all types of foragers is the same (Figure 6).
Therefore, for this specific average Tt, the value of α will
be the same for any forager. If for a given average travel
time:
B Tr  

(5)

then low efficiency foragers will stay in a patch for a
shorter time than efficient foragers, and if
B Tr  

(6)

then the low efficiency forager will stay in a patch longer
than the efficient forager in the same patch.
In the landscapes of type C, the average travel time for
which Tr of all foragers is the same is between 0.5 and
1.0 h and certainly very close to 1.0 h. It can be said that
the residence times of different foragers in any given
habitat with patches of the same quality, but with variable distances between patches, rotate around α that becomes a foragers’ hub in a given habitat (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Illustration of α—the foragers’ hub. The residence
times (Tr) of different foragers in any given habitat with
patches of the same average quality, but with increasing
average distances between patches rotate around α that
becomes a foragers’ hub in a given habitat.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Our findings suggest that each habitat has its foragers’
hub (α) and any forager feeding in this habitat can be
described in relation to the hub (α). This is supported by
field observations of feeding behaviors of mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus) and blue duikers (Cephalophusmonticola) and an observed pattern [36] that represents a
small portion of the relationship described in Figure 6.
Looking at more foragers with more diverse efficiencies
and feeding in the same habitats [36], but with a wider
spectrum of travel times between patches would, according to the principle of the perfect forager and for ager’s hub, produce the remaining sections of the hub (α)
illustrated in Figure 6.
The concept of forager’s hub could be a useful ecological indicator. The position of a given forager (its α1)
in relation to the hub (α) would indicate the efficiency of
the individual forager. Plotting the values of α for the
individual animals in a population would illustrate the
variability in that population (efficient and less efficient
foragers) which could indicate potential competition for
resources, unequal distribution of resources, and therefore, stability of the population [41].

5. CONCLUSIONS
If a foraging animal does not seem to be following
MVT strategies (patch residence time Tt  does not
change with increasing travel time even though the quality of patches remains constant), it may still use an MVT
foraging strategy based on its efficiency in utilizing resources in individual patches. Each perfect forager
should stay for the same time in an average patch regardless of travel times. Therefore, patch residence times
cannot be used as the only criteria to assess whether the
animal is behaving according to the MVT. If a forager’s
Tr does not change with changing travel times, it does
not necessarily mean that the animal is forced to abandon
the MVT due to its interactions with other individuals of
the same or other species (mating season, predation risk,
etc.) as was proposed [10]. We have shown that very
efficient foragers and perfect foragers should not change
their patch residence times even if the distribution of
patches across the landscape changes dramatically.
In this paper we examined the behaviors of different
foragers and the relationships between these foragers on
a small spatial and temporal scale. A question remains
open how these relationships among foragers is reflected
on a longer temporal and larger spatial scales. What are
the consequences of the forager’s choices over a longer
period of time (e.g. several days)? These important questions certainly require more research in a simulation setting where environmental noise can be eliminated to
fully understand the consequences of the MVT in relation to other foraging strategies.
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